
Night Shelters (NS) provided by DUSIB is one among the many welfare activities initiated by Delhi 

Government. It is Success in many ways and helped allocating many people who were forced to spend 

their nights out on Streets, under Flyovers in freezing winters and rainy season. Having achieved this 

much DUSIB still have a long way to go to achieve success in their task. This Volunteer Program got me 

acquainted with a lot many things but what I feel is that it wasn’t enough to come out with specific case 

study, so I am here providing a report of what I observed and some suggestions which I feel might be 

considered by DUSIB. 

                                                        Problems faced by People 

In majority of NS Sanitation in and around NS is one point which isn’t taken up seriously and is root 

cause to many other Problems like that of Rats. It is more of like taking people out of streets but 

accommodating them in very much same Sanitation level area. This problem here is largely because of 

both people residing in there and upkeep by Agency. 

Rat Problems and Stray Animals:- This problem is among one which is very common with every NS. This 

problem is mainly caused by the sanitation of the surrounding and food stocking by people attracting 

Rats. Rats and Stray Animals (Dogs) biting is very often complained by inmates. 

Drunken Problem:- Possible measures should be taken up by DUSIB in co-ordination with Delhi Police to 

counter this problem which often leads to physical abuse to other inmates or  by males to their wives 

and children. 

People Living beyond Capacity:- In some NS this was observed, forcing some needy people out on 

streets in vicinity to that area, whereas some NS have very few people living in it.  

Problems of Old Age and Children:-  old Age People facing problems with their age and not getting 

required attention which also is hard for DUSIB to see. Children who are valuable asset to nation are 

living in these NS are just adding up to future homeless in absence of adequate measures to motivate 

them and provide education. 

People with Contagious Diseases are living with normal people, probability of them also getting 

affected. DUSIB must look into this matter immediately and must place them at some other place or 

whatsoever possible thing they could do. 

Safety of Women in NS and in nearby Slums by inmates of NS. 

Dysfunctional Toilets, Water Problems, Inadequate measures to counter freezing weather (With 

Flooring Blankets provided) is seen at some places, which points towards negligence of authorities which 

must be looked upon with immediate remedy possible. 

                             Some Flaws in NS 

 NS to many is like their home they have been living there sine long while or when it was set up and 

they have their places marked and not letting others occupy it. People are still living out on streets, 

under flyovers at many places speaks of the failure of DUSIB. 



 Use of Porta Cabins in other seasons (Summer, Rainy) is also questionable with water seeping in 

Rainy Season inside NS and inadequate facilities in extreme summer forcing People out. 

 In some NS people living in there have good economic conditions but they are still living there. Some 

sort of measures should be taken which moves them out by themselves and make place for real needy 

people. 

 This point might seem silly but at places Internal Politics played in NS or in nearby slum is among the 

reasons why people not getting in. 

          

                                 Why People not Moving in NS 

In my Night Rescues I came across some reasons why Homeless prefer to live outside instead of NS. 

 Some people are tied to their locations having belongings so for them becomes hard to move. 

 Physical abuse by inmates of NS also de-motivates them from going in NS. 

 Donations is a major problem howsoever this work of charity is so noble. People because of 

greed stays out and whatever they get in donations sells them out very next day. 

 Previous Experiences of Homeless of their stay in these NS. 

 Unwillingness of them to leave their place. 

 

                                             Suggestions 

Looking at the problems I am here putting some suggestions which might be considered by DUSIB. 

I am not of the opinion of providing Lavish life or making homeless more dependent but instead of these 

Porta Cabins coming up at different places and steadily growing up instead of this in areas which are 

large some sort of Permanent Structure should be provided with basic facilities in it. Measures should 

be taken to identify homeless who are real sufferers who can be brought in it but are not made 

permanent guests. 

Efforts should be taken to Educate and Civilize People in these NS to bring out of them responsible 

citizens and set them on their own feet, in order to do well to their surroundings and their living place. 

In many NS we find educated People some well versed in English from different age groups. Some sort 

of Small Library should be provided which will help motivating Kids and heps other in keeping them 

occupied and help them pass their time especially Old Age People. 

It might be out of DUSIB domain but something should be done for Orphan and Children accompanied 

with People, so in future they too add up as Homeless. Efforts should be taken to bring in some co-

ordination with authorities to get them enrolled somewhere or at least measures taken to motivate 

them to got School and force their Parents to do so. 

DUSIB must get proper Identification done (Aadhar, Voter ID) of these People in order to remove the 

blockade of not getting beneficiary schemes as is case with few Old Age People who also are willing to 

work but can’t because of this. 



To counter the Rat problem Ultrasonic Rodent Repellent or some other Device or other way should be 

brought in use. It also was stated By Ms. Sangeeta and Mr. Naitik on Facebook Page I am just putting it 

here again. 

Last but not the least is a better Coordination should be done with authorities (Delhi Police, Jal Board, 

Health Agency, Department of Social Welfare Delhi if possible Schools) to bring success in this cause for 

Homeless. This might help not only Homeless but could also help in minimising Homeless. 

Night Shelters Visited 

NS- 24, 65, 85, 86, 94, 106, 147, 148, 218, 220. 
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